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On the basis of social relief of Tang and Sung Dynasty studied by 
predecessors, the present thesis mainly elaborates social relief of Tang and Sung 
Dynasty in agricultural and commercial perspectives. Contrasting agricultural 
relief in Tang and Sung Dynasty, the thesis concludes the differences of both in 
different periods and background. At the same time, it discusses the reason why 
the government didn’t choose the commercial relief as the first important famine 
policy. The period of Tang Dynasty mainly refers to the Mid and Later Tang 
Dynasty. There are four sections: 
Preface: The purpose of choosing this subject and review of the academic history. 
Section one: Relief by agriculture. It mainly discusses agricultural relief in 
Tang and Sung Dynasty on charitable granaries and changping storages’ 
establishment and recession.  Then it focuses on describing the succession and 
development.  
Section two: Relief by business. It analyzes the background of the 
commercial relief which sprang up in Tang and Sung Dynasty, and from which 
we can see its appearance was inevitable. Moreover, it comes to the conclusion 
why the government didn’t choose the commercial relief as the first important 
famine policy. 
Section three: Conclusion. Comparing briefly commercial relief with 
agriculture relief, it implicates some enlightenments to modern relief work. 
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二、义仓 
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